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CORONAVIRUS — INTERSTATE BORDER RESTRICTIONS 

463. Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP to the Premier: 
I refer to the official advice from the Chief Health Officer on 20 May about not lifting the interstate border 
“until community spread is eliminated in affected jurisdictions, which will require at least a month to confirm”. 
Why did the Premier say yesterday that he considered opening the interstate borders on 8 August? Is it because 
the decision will no longer be based on health advice from the Chief Health Officer? 

Mr M. McGOWAN replied: 
No. It is very clear that the Chief Health Officer provided us with advice that that date was appropriate, but that 
was prior to what has occurred in Victoria. What has occurred in Victoria is very, very concerning. We have gone 
down a long road over the last four months—as has the entire country and, indeed, the entire world. We can see what 
happens when things get out of control. When we see the spread of the virus in the United States in states like Florida 
and the behaviour of senior public officials over there, we can see how things can get out of control. Many, many 
thousands of people are dying in the United States, and I expect people will continue to die.  
If we went to Brazil, parts of Europe or the Middle East, we would see the same thing occurring, including, God 
forbid, what is going on in places such as Africa and other places where what is occurring is not as well reported 
or recorded. Clearly, the Australian experience has been very different. When we went to the Council of Australian 
Governments meeting in March and Premiers and the Prime Minister started talking about these issues together 
and went through the national cabinet process, the figures that were put forward for the death rate in Australia 
were absolutely shocking. We were expecting, by April and May, potentially, that our hospitals would be full—
that people would not be able to get beds and would literally be dying in their homes or in corridors. That was the 
projection of what could occur. That is why we cleared elective surgery and searched the world for protective 
personal equipment. We even looked towards mass burial arrangements and using ventilators that were ordinarily 
used in veterinary practices to try to get enough equipment and material to protect our citizens. We had a plan to 
have mass burials at some of our cemeteries, in which people would basically be buried en masse with very few, 
if any, family members attending. It would have been done day after day to deal with what was potentially going 
to occur. That has not happened. That has not happened because Western Australians have done the right thing 
and we have listened to the advice of the Chief Health Officer. I urge the Liberal Party to help us and to stop this 
terrible nitpicking and criticism. It does not do members opposite any good and it does not do the state any good. 
I think that all it does—the way the Liberal Party behaves—is upset Western Australians. The Minister for Transport 
outlined some of the commentary made by the Leader of the Opposition, which she now appears to be walking away 
from, but, obviously, the record is there. It does not help her. I think Western — 
Mrs L.M. Harvey interjected. 
Mr M. McGOWAN: The record is there. I saw the member deny it on the news the other night. What she said 
was not true. The record of what she said is there. We have done our best to protect the health and welfare of 
Western Australians. We have done our best within that to get our economy back open. When the time comes that 
we get health advice to do so, that is when we will bring down the border with the east and not before. 
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